
SALVATION:                                                                                                          May 8, 2024 
Family members - Bruce Family 
Family members - Barb Elkins 
Hayden - friend of Hugh Wunderly 
Steve - friend of Michele DuBroy 
 
SPECIAL NEEDS: 
America, Ukraine, and Israel 
Peter Coffman - retiring from the Army - searching for a job - God’s timing 
Kyrielle Fry - new therapy opening 
LaTanya Moses - health and wisdom in personal matters - son Gregory’s health and salvation 
 
ILLNESS: 
Don Berkey - recovery from stroke 
Blaine Burns - back problems - wisdom for treatment 
Vickii Carter - recovery from hip replacement 
Terry Colson - missionary to Micronesia - cancer surgery 5/29 
Maria Cunanan - stage four cancer 
Diane - Aunt of Melissa Bruce - breast cancer diagnosis - 3rd occurrence 
Ethan - son of Sandy Van Vlymen’s former foster daughter - undiagnosed illness - septic 
Tony Garrett - healing for health issues 
Craig Gillespie - Bernie Thomasson’s nephew - melanoma 
Linda Gillespie - Bernie Thomasson’s nephew’s wife - heart issues 
Don Hermann - knee replacement 5/22 
Rodger Katter - seeing hematologist today to determine reason for low platelet issue 
  and praying he can move forward with new chemo regimen at home as soon as possible 
Barb Kincannon - abdominal aneurysm repair surgery 5/9 
Greg Klingerman - recovery from knee replacement surgery 
Ryan Lewis - Linda Hooper’s son - on the heart transplant registry - God’s timing 
Sue Matthews - cancer diagnosis - meets with surgeon 5/15 
Abbey Moritz - Cerebrospinal Fluid Leak - debilitating headaches & nausea - MRI pending 
Mother of Janice Adams - wisdom for caretaking & possible move - salvation 
Phillip Pascoe - nephew of Scott Pascoe - 3rd colon surgery scheduled for May 29 
Nathan Piper - grandson of Leslie Piper - back surgery today for scoliosis 
Dr. Powers - Melissa Bruce’s foot surgeon - wife passed away from brain cancer 
Randy - friend of Nancy O’Brien - blood clot in kidney - 2 surgeries needed 
Jim Rankin - biopsy 5/20 
Mark Roark - Barb Elkin’s neighbor - treatment for brain cancer 
Mary Jo Rogers - daughter-in-law of Jim & Dory Kramer - breast cancer 
Seth - Mike & Carol-Anne Hale’s son - surgery May 23 to fuse vertebrae 
Bob Snyder - neighbor of Joy Reynolds - pancreatic cancer - infection & treatment plan 
Robbie Stickels - friend of Nancy O’Brien - prostate cancer 
Alex Stuffle - recovering from surgery to remove cancerous brain tumor  
Luke Thacker - 17 yr old grandson of the Kramer’s former pastor - bone cancer  
Chloe Vaughn - great-granddaughter of Don Montgomery - palate repair & ear tubes 5/14 
 
 
 



EXPECTANT MOMS: 
Kasha Lantz (June)     Katie Ashley (June)     Victoria Korovljev (June)  
Suzy Thompson (Aug)     Havelah Reynolds (Sept) 
 
SHUT-IN:  
Darlene Burton  Westminster Village North  11050 Presbyterian Dr.  Ironwood  #246  Indy 46236 
 
SYMPATHY:  
Dyan Whiting as her father, David Whiting, entered Heaven this past week. 
Please keep this family in your prayers. 


